Abstract-With spread of digitalization in India, the government initiated many welfare schemes for citizens as a part of e-governance. To ensure security, it is made mandatory to link Aadhaar card of beneficiaries with different schemes. The government also proposed to link UIDAI with DigiLocker to lead India towards the paperless economy. Due to this, worries related to security concern arise. Once UIDAI connected with DigiLocker, a resident can share personal data with other agencies. It generates enormous amount of
digitally sign e-documents. Any document like government certificates or academic certificates can simply be shared by a DigiLocker link. This paper is organized into ten sections. Section 2 deals with the problem of the traditional system, Section 3 deals with benefits of Aadhaar linked DigiLocker, Section 4 deals with the working of DigiLocker System, Section 5 deals with challenges of drawbacks of DigiLocker System, Section 6 deals with major DigiLocker security concerns. In Section 7 proposed solutions to mitigate security risks is highlighted. Security implementation model is highlighted in Section 8. Use cases for the proposed system are discussed in Section 9. The paper is finally concluded in Section 10.
II. PROBLEM WITH TRADITIONAL SYSTEM
Citizen of India need to show their personal documents everywhere to avail any kind of services depends upon the services they want to avail. Those required documents might not be physically present at that time. Documents required can be academic documents or personal documents. It has been experienced by many people that several times we were not able to present the required document. Broadly problems exist in traditional systems are:
 Usage and availability of physical form of academic and government issued documents of citizen's leads to huge administrative overhead [1] .  Difficulties in submission of multiple copies of physical document time to time.  Proper verification of authenticity of the documents by Institutions/government/agencies.  Chances of theft or lost of Original Documents.  Chances of damage of Original Documents due to wear and tear [8] .
III. BENEFITS OF AADHAAR LINKED DIGILOCKER
Aadhaar linked DigiLocker provides many benefits (Fig. 1) . DigiLocker contains two types of certificates, one educational and second life time. It alerts one month before the expiry date to some documents like passport and license to upload updated one. It has very transparent process. Once it gets logically linked with UIDAI (Unique Identification Authority of India) and then PAN (Permanent Account Number) card, can verify more accurately by matching uniqueness of first name, fathers name or husband's name. However at the same time last name can be failure [9] .
Benefits of Aadhar Linked Digilocker
Reduces the paper work The initiative taken by government to link DigiLocker System with Aadhaar has raised number of questions in the mind of common people. The main issue is that of security. People have doubt over security of their personal data. It is very difficult to trust the system. Various security challenges (Fig.3) increases the possibility of fraudsters submitting fabricated or morphed documents. Documents of residents produced to any organization/requestor should always to be verified with reference to the original. f. The system only supports 10 MB storage capacity per user which is low g. Additional security layer can be used as Maharashtra DigiLocker System uses, where they also ask for a PIN number in addition to OTP [14] . h. Data can be stolen or misused from online repositories hence multiple layers of security are needed [15] . 
VI. DIGILOCKER SECURITY CONCERN
The key security concerns are authentication, authorization at client-server both end and secure communication at the time of data traversal. Data transfer should be in an encrypted form with significantly high level of encryption standards. Maintenance of data integrity, verification of trust between both parties and exchange of trust certificates to complete the trust analysis enabling information exchange should also be in place. 2 In the case of unauthorized access to the documents, an alert message or email should be sent to the owner of the document. Requested documents should be made available to one device at a time only. Additionally, a constraint must be placed on document access wherein there is one user, one device, one document tagging. Moreover, the documents must be allowed to open in one tab only at a time instead of multiple tabs.
VIII. PROPOSED SECURITY IMPLEMENTATION MODEL
In this paper, we studied various issues related to security. We have also studied in detail the working of DigiLocker System. We have proposed the model to provide better security (Fig. 5) . Proposed security implementation model has two perspectives.
a. Security implementation model in requestor access scenario. b. Security implementation model in resident permission grant scenario.
A. Security Implementation Model in user Access Scenario
Step 1: When a request is made to access a document, the request should go through the access gateway along with the requestor UID number.
Step 2: The Access gateway then verifies the aadhaar number of the requestor with the UIDAI System. If verified, it will generate a token ID which contains the requestor ID -that consists of Aadhaar number, mobile number, details of the document requested and resident ID.
Step 3: If the user permits/ grants access, an OTP would be generated (that's valid for a limited period of time typically 30 minutes or lesser) to both the requestor and user mobile numbers Step 4: The generated token ID goes to the user for acknowledging the grant of access.
Step 5: Once OTP is verified, access to the system is granted for a limited period of time by sharing a URI from the repository.
Step 6: The URI that's shared with the requestor will be transferred in an encrypted format which will get decrypted at the requester end. 
B. Security Implementation Model in Resident Permission Grant Scenario
Step 1: The resident has to login to DigiLocker System with aadhaar details.
Step 2: Aadhaar details are verified by the UIDAI System, Step 3: Once verified, a resident id is generated that serves two purposes: a) allows the user to upload documents to the repository in a standard XML format. b) Granting authenticated requestor to access the required documents.
IX. USE CASES FOR THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Use Case I
Upload of a document by student or by citizen of India. They must be a registered user. The process is defined in Table 1 .
Use Case Overview
Provide facilities to all the residents or students to upload or provide documents at one place i.e. repository. A resident should be registered user and verified with UIDAI, should have resident_id generated by the system. This online storage facility will save time, money and paper. and must be integrated at the data end.
Pre Condition
Post Condition
After successful upload of documents, the data must be stored in an encrypted form. 
Relationship with other Use Cases
B. Use Case II
Upload of a document from issuer e.g. Registrar Office, Income Tax Department, University, Municipal Council, and Election Commission of India. They all should be registered issuer. The process is defined in Table 3 .
Use Case Overview
Provide facilities to all issuers to upload or provide documents at one place i.e. repository. Issuer and resident should be registered user and verified with UIDAI. This online storage facility will save time, money and paper. 3 Page 10 of 16 docType-docId" printed (human readable) along with a barcode (machine readable, using "QR code"). Older documents being digitized should be defined under published list of document types so that just by using document ID, corresponding URI can be dynamically formed and document accessed from its repository [15] . e. View option should be available to view rights and documents shared with requestor details. f. Documents should be shared for the limited period of time and enabled the requestor to open once the document on one tab only. g. Once issuer upload documents, without acknowledgement of resident no further modification or re-upload of the document is allowed. h. Access should only be role based and registered user based. In the present DigiLocker System it uses HTTPS connection along with TLS 1.2 (Transport Layer Security). The connection is encrypted and authenticated with AES_128_GCM (Advanced Encryption Standard-128 -Galois Counter Mode) and uses ECDHE_RSA (Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange -Rivest, Shamir Adi) for key exchange mechanism.
Pre Condition
In this paper we have proposed a security model based on use cases. We suggest in this case study, to implement the SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) 256. It is better than already implemented techniques. After reviewing various papers we propose SHA 256 encryption technique in place of MD5 (Message Digest). SHA-256 is a cryptographic hash function with digest length of 256 bits and can be used to match keys while communication. It is a keyless hash function; that is, an MDC (Manipulation Detection Code). It is to check authenticity, digital signatures, digital time stamping, and entity authentication. SHA-256 is suggested because it provides services of data integrity and better authentication services when used in combination with digital signature algorithms and Media Access Control (MACs). It is also suggested that every requestor should be allotted with browser id and session id to open a document. Once this system is incorporated with mobile technology, JSON should be used which would help reduce time to access heavy documents.
